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But red, a deep thick red. Thick strangled tongues. This novel is rooted in physical reality, on one hand, and floats free of it on the other, as
Atwood describes physical things in either organic, raw terms the "tongue-colored settee" or with otherworldly, more ephemeral images the
laundry like "angels rejoicing, although without any heads".

How do such descriptions deepen and reinforce the themes in the novel? The daily and seasonal rhythm of household work is described in detail.



What role does this play in the novel in regard to its pace? Atwood employs two main points of view and voices in the novel. Do you trust one
more than the other? As the story progresses, does Grace's voice in dialogue in Simon's part of the story change? If so, how and why? Grace's
and Simon's stories are linked and they have a kinship on surface and deeper levels. For instance, they both eavesdrop or spy as children, and
later, each stays in a house that would have been better left sooner or not entered at all.

Discuss other similarities or differences in the twinning of their stories and their psyches. Atwood offers a vision of the dual nature of people,
houses, appearances, and more. How does she make use of darkness and light, and to what purpose? In a letter to his friend Dr. Edward
Murchie, Simon Jordan writes, "Not to know—to snatch at hints and portents, at intimations, at tantalizing whispers—it is as bad as being haunted.
How and why does Atwood conceal Grace's innocence or guilt throughout the novel? At what points does one become clearer than the other and
at what points does it become unclear? Home 1 Books 2. Add to Wishlist. Sign in to Purchase Instantly. Members save with free shipping
everyday! See details.

It's , and Grace Marks has been convicted for her involvement in the vicious murders of her employer and his housekeeper and mistress. Some
believe Grace is innocent; others think her evil or insane. Now serving a life sentence, Grace claims to have no memory of the murders. An up-
and-coming expert in the burgeoning field of mental illness is engaged by a group of reformers and spiritualists who seek a pardon for Grace.

He listens to her story while bringing her closer and closer to the day she cannot remember. What will he find in attempting to unlock her
memories? About the Author. Margaret Atwood, whose work has been published in thirty-five countries, is the author of more than forty books of
fiction, poetry, and critical essays. Hometown: Toronto, Ontario. Date of Birth: November 18, Place of Birth: Ottawa, Ontario. Education: B.
Radcliffe, ; Ph. Read an Excerpt Show More. Reading Group Guide 1. Related Searches.

Elif Batuman. The Innocents. Michael Crummey. The Mothers. Brit Bennett. Stay with Me. Ayobami Adebayo. The Secret Chord. Geraldine
Brooks. God Help the Child. Toni Morrison. A Long Petal of the Sea. Isabel Allende. Empire Falls. Richard Russo. Girl in Translation. City of
Thieves. David Benioff. Love in the Time of Cholera. Look Inside Reading Guide. Some believe Grace is innocent; others think her evil or insane.
Now serving a life sentence, Grace claims to have no memory of the murders. An up-and-coming expert in the burgeoning field of mental illness is
engaged by a group of reformers and spiritualists who seek a pardon for Grace. He listens to her story while bringing her closer and closer to the
day she cannot remember. What will he find in attempting to unlock her memories?

Margaret Atwood, whose work has been published in more than forty-five countries, is the author of more than fifty books of fiction, poetry,
critical essays, and graphic novels. How did you first discover this story? A: I came across it a long time ago when I was writing a series of poems
about one of the people who makes an appearance in the book—Susanna Moodie, who wrote the story. But she wrote it, as she says, from
memory, and she got a lot of it wrong, as I found when I went back to the actual newspapers of the time and went into things such as the prison
records. It always bothered me that the story Moodie told was so theatrical. It made you wonder, could it really have been like that? She had
done a certain amount of embroidery. Q: How did you determine when to stick to the facts, and when to fictionalize? A: When there was a known
fact, I felt that I had to use it. In other words, I stuck to the known facts when they were truly known.

But when there were gaps or when there were things suggested that nobody ever explained, I felt I was free to invent. And they leave out the
things that you would most like to know. Q: What was the most challenging bit of history for you to find? A: The most difficult thing I had to
discover was at the very beginning—I tried to find Thomas Kinnear. It turned out there were two Thomas Kinnears, and one of them would have
been about seventy-three years old at the time of the murders. I discovered that they really were buried there, but in unmarked graves. I did finally
trace Kinnear back through the Scottish end, and it appears that he was the half brother of a man who lived in Scotland.

Q: How differently do you think Grace would have been treated today—psychiatrically and judicially? A: It would be a very different kind of trial.
Today you would have expert witnesses. And certainly psychiatry as we have it today was not recognized as a science in the same way then.
There were medical practitioners who were interested in it and people who were studying mental conditions, but there was nothing like the kind of
establishment we have today. NO tanning or foxing. The unclipped DJ. Please see our photos--they show the Exact book you will receive from us,
never "stock" images! Dust Jacket Condition: New. First Edition-First Printing-" In , a year-old Canadian housemaid named Grace Marks was
tried for the murder of her employer and his mistress.

The sensationalistic trial made headlines throughout the world, and the jury delivered a guilty verdict. Yet opinion remained fiercely divided about
Marks--was she a spurned woman who had taken out her rage on two innocent victims, or was she an unwilling victim herself, caught up in a
crime she was too young to understand? Such doubts persuaded the judges to commute her sentence to life imprisonment, and Marks spent the
next 30 years in an assortment of jails and asylums, where she was often exhibited as a star attraction. Her portraits of 19th-century prison and
asylum life are chilling in their detail. The author also introduces Dr. Simon Jordan, who listens to the prisoner's tale with a mixture of sympathy and
disbelief. In his effort to uncover the truth, Jordan uses the tools of the then rudimentary science of psychology. But the last word belongs to the
book's narrator--Grace herself. Condition: As New. Book appears to have hardly been read and is in As new condition throughout.

Published by Berlin Verlag, Ver descripci n. Se envian desde diferentes localizaciones por DHL. Seller Inventory MLA About this Item: Anchor
Books. Published by Ediciones B. About this Item: Ediciones B. Condition: Bien. Dust Jacket Condition: Muy Bien. Seller Inventory C Ver foto
de portada. Enviamos a todo el mundo por DHL desde diferentes locaciones del mundo. Excelente servicio. First Edition first impression, Booker
prize shortlisted, signed by author to title page. Faint edge toning, small bump to top of spine otherwise Fine in Fine unclipped dustjacket. A
handsome, tight clean copy which appears to be unread, presented in a clear removable protective sleeve. About this Item: Condition: Very Good.
About this Item: Ver foto. Enviamos a todo el mundo por DHL desde diferentes locaciones. Se despacha a las 72 horas de recibida la orden.
Published by Chatham BCA Nan A. Talese, New York, NY, Fine; clean, bright and tight, in Near Fine Jacket; complete but wrinkled.

Margaret Atwood takes us back in time and into the life and mind of one of the most enigmatic and notorious women of the nineteenth century.
Alias Graceis a beautifully crafted work of the imagination that reclaims a profoundly mysterious and disturbing story from the past century, set in



the U. The result is her most captivating, disturbing, and ultimately satisfying work sinceThe Handmaid's Tale in short, vintage Atwood. Condition:
Very Good Plus. Lightly bumped on ends of spine, two vertical creases at head of spine, backstrip pulled away at head of spine, else very good
plus.

DJ lightly rubbed on ends of spine and ends of flap folds, else very good plus. Fine book in a fine dust jacket. Signed and inscribed by the author
on the title page. Does not contain dust jacket. Arc copy with full number line Seller Inventory SCX Published by btb Verlag, About this Item: btb
Verlag, Condition: Gut. Condition: VG.
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